Evaluation of the Cardiff Night-Time Economy Co-ordinator (NTEC) post by Edwards, Adam & Cardiff University









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 
1 Personal correspondence with the City Centre Management team of Cardiff County Council. 
2 Personal correspondence with the City Centre Management team of Cardiff County Council. 
3 For the purposes of this evaluation the night-time economy was defined as the ‘licit’ 
activities of drinking, dancing and eating in venues licensed to sell alcohol. The interaction of 
these activities with ‘illicit’ activities, such as trafficking in proscribed drugs, sexual and 
gambling services is beyond the remit of this evaluation, although their implications for the 
brief for the NTEC role are considered in sections 3 and 7of the report.  
4 Although this geography is becoming more complex and challenging with the emergence of 
new ‘scenes’ associated with licensed premises in the St. David’s II shopping complex and 
the growth of night-spots in the suburbs following the liberalisation of opening times for public 
houses and bars. 









































                                                 
6 Although Safer Capital use alcohol-related violence against the person as a composite 
category referring to no less than 33 notifiable offences, the overwhelming proportion of 
offences reported to the police and recorded in accident and emergency data refer to ‘assault 
occasioning actual bodily harm’, ‘harassment causing alarm and distress’, ‘common assault’, 
‘wounding with intent to cause grievous bodily harm’ and ‘wounding or infliction of grievous 
bodily harm with or without a weapon’. In these terms, the principal concern of Safer Capital, 
and focus of the NTEC’s work, is the reduction of incidents of ABH and GBH. The relationship 
of alcohol to these incidents is also a matter of judgment rather than unequivocal empirical 
measurement, but it is rare for such incidents to occur in conditions where the consumption of 
alcohol has not been present. More generally, the importance of alcohol consumption as a 
precursor of violence against the person is well established in the research literature (Plant, 











































                                                 
7 Hadfield and Measham (2009) make a useful distinction between ‘person-specific’, ‘venue-
specific’ and ‘place-based’ types of intervention to reduce the problems of crime, disorder and 
public nuisance that are associated with nightlife. Whereas person –specific interventions 
target certain individuals and venue-specific interventions target particular licensed premises, 
‘place-based’ interventions are concerned with the control of populations in public areas such 
as thoroughfares, parks, shopping malls, transport termini and so forth. Whilst the concept of 
‘place-based’ interventions is more analytically precise, practitioners tended to use the 



















































































































































































































                                                 
8 Although, beyond matters of record, the interpretation placed upon these findings remains that 



































                                                 
9 The steering group elected to restrict a notion of what constitutes the night-time economy, 
for the purposes of its co-ordination, to that of licensed drinking, dancing and eating. It was 
argued that co-ordinating regulation of the licit economy would be challenging enough for the 
pilot phase of this new role. It was accepted, however, that subsequently the role could be 
developed to encompass a focus on illicit services and their interrelationship with the licensed 
economy. 
10 Hobbs et al (2005) have gone as far as to suggest that policy responses to alcohol-related 
violence in the night-time economy are themselves ‘violent hypocrisy’ as they displace 
responsibility onto consumers whilst ignoring the culpability of the drinks industry and local 
authority regeneration plans for pushing cheap liquor in cramped, ‘vertical drinking’, venues 
designed to maximise profits through encouraging high volume alcohol consumption or 
‘bingeing’ (see also, Plant, Plant and Thornton, 2002). The implication of this critique for 
policy reform is a deliberate strategy of planning-out vertical drinking venues, re-imposing 
limitations on the supply of alcohol through more restrictive licensing hours and prohibition of 
irresponsible drinks promotions, whilst reducing demand for alcohol by increasing its cost 
(both by setting minimum retail prices per unit of alcohol and by increasing the taxation of 
alcohol). The implication of these options for the role of the night-time economy co-ordinator 
is considered further in section 7, below. The weight of opinion in the steering group for the 
NTEC post was to protect the employment and income generation associated with the 




































                                                                                                                                            
medium-term, specifically through development of an ‘evening economy’ (circa 16.00 – 
20.00hrs) of extended retail shopping, use of restaurants and cinemas and other cultural 
facilities by a broader demographic of young families, day time economy workers and 
consumers ‘dwelling’ in the city centre. There was particular optimism amongst some 
respondents for planning this mixed economy in Cardiff given the anticipated multi-million 
pound redevelopment of the St. David’s II retail and entertainment complex. 
11 Hadfield, Lister and Traynor (2009: 469) provide a useful summary of legislative powers 
and sanctions underpinning enforcement mechanisms available to responsible authorities for 
‘person-based, place-based and venue-based’ regulation of the night-time economy and 
these are reproduced in Appendix One (see also n3, above). 
12 At first glance is seems perverse to speak of the ‘regulation’, as contrasted with the outright 
dismantling and closure, of illicit markets. However, it is precisely because problems, like 
‘polydrug use in the night-time economy’ (Measham and Moore, 2009), escape remediation 
through criminal law enforcement alone that other mechanisms for their reduction, if not 
prevention (even decriminalisation), have attracted increased interest. 
13 For an application of this idea to tackling the organisation of serious crimes, see Edwards 
and Gill (2002). The emphasis is very much on those mechanisms that could be used, as this 



































                                                                                                                                            
measures available for negotiating relationships between regulators and regulated and not an 
empirical description of what is, necessarily, happening in relations between regulators and 
regulated in any one particular place and period. 
14 The term frequently used by officers in public administration to describe this problem is that 
of ‘silo mentalities’. An exemplary instance of this discovered through this evaluation was the 
response from a waste management officer in the local authority to a request from Safer 
Capital to schedule late-night street cleaning operations in order to remove litter and waste 
associated with the licensed trade and with fast-food outlets. This officer argued, ‘The 
problem of alcohol-related violence in the night-time economy is … alcohol and violence, not 
waste management.’ 
15 The range of relevant regulatory agencies for reducing alcohol-related violence is 
discussed in greater detail in Section 4 (below), but relevant legislative powers and sanctions 
(Appendix One) and the conceptual framework for understanding negotiated relationships 
between regulators and regulated (Appendix Two)  suggest these include, in addition to the 
police, those agencies responsible for alcohol licensing, highways and traffic management, 
waste management, City Centre management, health and safety and fire services (this list 
can, of course, be extended further depending on how the night-time economy is being 
defined, to include city and regional planners, local economic strategists and those 






























                                                 
16 It is claimed that effective targeting of limited policing and licensing enforcement powers 
has been enabled by Safer Capital’s innovative ‘traffic light system’, which on a monthly basis 
‘red flags’ venues associated with high rates of alcohol-related violence and disorder (as 
recorded both in police and Accident and Emergency data), ‘amber flags’ venues attracting an 
increase in such incidents (relative to previous months’ returns) and ‘green flags’ those 
venues which have successfully reduced incidents associated with their premises (Moore, 
2006). Even so, much of the problem of alcohol-related violence and disorder is not related to 
specific premises but to the market in off and on-sales, often to underage drinkers 
who then consume alcohol in the street and other public places. The problem of ‘pre-
loading’ (where consumers binge drink at home or en route to licensed premises 
arriving in an inebriated state) has been identified as a particular problem of alcohol-
related crime and disorder across the country (House of Commons Health 
Committee, 2009). 
17 An exemplar of this being a proposal the NTEC made to introduce an awards scheme, 
entitled ‘Thirst CLASS’ (Cardiff Late-night licensed premises Award for Safety and Security) 
for those premises with the least recorded incidents of violence against the person. The basic 
idea behind this award scheme is that premises will be interested in competing for awards as 
a means of self-promotion to gain an edge in the market for custom. Typically, however, it 
was the corporate end of the licensed trade which expressed an interest in competing for 
such awards rather than smaller venues already suffering from limited economies of 
scale (for employing adequate bar staff and door supervisors) which often led to 
relatively uncontrolled venues and allied health and safety problems as proprietors 
struggled to compete for custom. Measures aimed at promoting self-regulation amongst 





























                                                 
18 By the early 2000s it was estimated  that the licensed trade had an annual turnover of 
£23bn accounting for 3% of the UK’s Gross Domestic Product and between 5-15% of local 
GDP, particularly in post-industrial cities that chose to rapidly liberalise regulation of the 
licensed trade to boost local labour markets (Hobbs et al, 2005: 163). By the turn of the 
century it was estimated the licensed trade employed over 1 million workers and was 
responsible for 1 in 5 of all new jobs created in the UK labour force (Home Office, 2000: 25). 
19 The broader point being that planning safer, healthier, yet sufficiently lucrative night-time 
economies entails political and moral, not just technical, judgements about the level of risk to 
public health and safety that authorities responsible for these economies are willing to bear. In 
turn, this raises questions about the political accountability of responsible authorities to local 
electorates. The Licensing Act 2003 shifted responsibility for decisions on granting alcohol 
licences from the courts to local authority licensing committees strengthening, in theory, the 
relationship between licensing decisions, the electorate and their local representatives sitting 
on these committees. However, the Licensing Act 2003 also introduced a presumption in 
favour of granting alcohol licenses unless a convincing case could be made against a 
particular applicant. Respondents from police licensing suggested this new system had 
actually weakened the rigour with which licensing applications were tried in the magistrates’ 
courts (see also, Hadfield, 2006: 175-213), whilst increasing the cost and resources of 
mounting effective objections to license applications. In addition licensing decisions are 
concerned with particular venues not with the planning of local economies. Whereas 
Cumulative Impact Polices, Alcohol Disorder Zones and Business Improvement Districts 
provide some measures for planning licensed activity, there remains no clearly identifiable 
forum in which local citizens can debate and question the kind of civic economy and culture 
they want for their localities. A more ambitious vision for the office of night-time economy co-
ordinator, forming part of a City Centre Management directorate within the local council could 
provide a more identifiable focus for better planning of licensed economies and oversight and 









































                                                 
20 Defining the brief of the NTEC in these terms acknowledges the controversial quality of the 
post and this is a necessary prerequisite of discussing the regulatory powers and 
responsibilities of the post-holder (see Section 4) and the skills set needed to exercise them 
(Section 5).  
21 For example, undertaking street patrols to collect intelligence on licensed premises’ 
compliance with waste management regulations, taxi drivers’ compliance with regulated ranks 
and transport termini, undertaking test purchasing operations against off-licensed traders 
suspected of supplying alcohol to underage consumers, routine inspections of door 
supervisors’ registration under s.3-6 of the Private Security Industry Act 2001, which requires 
private security personnel to carry an up-to-date license to practice, liaison with police and 
































                                                 
22 Renowned examples of this interrelationship being the role of door supervisors as 
gatekeepers to the illicit drugs trade within licensed premises (Hobbs et al, 2001), the 
increasingly blurred boundaries between the licensed trade and the sex industry in lap-
dancing venues (Hadfield and Measham, 2009: 34-5) and the suggestion that lap-dancing 








































                                                 
23 The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 placed a statutory duty on constabularies and local 
authorities at the district level in England and Wales to establish multi-agency partnerships for 
the reduction of crime and disorder. Subsequently, health authorities, fire services, police 
authorities and probation services have been made responsible for joining these partnerships 
and formulating annual plans for reducing crime and disorder. These plans are informed by 
strategic assessments identifying emerging crime trends and informing the targeting of limited 
resources for crime reduction. This presumes joint action by these authorities in addition to 
rhetorical agreements for co-operation amongst senior managers and to effect this action, it is 
suggested that middle managers are key to tasking their front-line staff in accordance with the 
strategic assessments and priorities of district community safety partnerships. Getting middle 
managers from the different responsible authorities to communicate with one another in this 
















































                                                 
24 See Section 6, below, on patterns of alcohol-related violence against the person during the 

































































































































































































































                                                 
26 There are, for example, proposals to cultivate distinctive precincts or ‘quarters’ of the City 
Centre geared towards different kinds of clientele, such as a ‘Café Quarter’ encouraging a 
diverse clientele of families and different age cohorts of those interested in patronising the 
evening economy of retail outlets, upmarket cafes and such like and a restaurant quarter 
geared towards mid- and upmarket eating establishments as contrasted with ‘vertical drinking 
bars’ primarily geared towards the consumption of alcohol. Whether the planning and 
development of these quarters has an impact on depressing overall incidents of alcohol-
related violence and/or deflecting these incidents into smaller, more easily policed ‘hot-spots’ 
requires the collation and analysis of trend data along with qualitative insights into the 









































                                                 
27 The problem analysis triangle (PAT) is taken from routine activities theory (Cohen and 
Felson, 1979), which focuses on the place-based routines that bring together motivated 
offenders and suitable targets for victimisation in the absence of capable guardians to enable 
the commission of criminal offences and consequently informs thinking about practical, 
situational, measures that can alter these routines (for example through reducing the 
vulnerability of targets, reducing the supply of motivated offenders and/or enhancing 
guardianship). Many of the measures implemented by the NTEC (see Appendix Five and 
5.11, below) were informed by this analytical technique. Another key analytical influence was 
the ‘broken windows thesis’ (Wilson and Kelling, 1982), which postulates that urban blight 
(such as the detritus of fast food outlets and discarded bottles) signals uncontrolled places 
that are conducive to criminal offending. This concept underpinned the NTEC’s, unsuccessful, 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Analysis of Occurrences 
Cardiff City Centre 
 













Owners -   Adam Edwards  
 










Analysis has been carried out into occurrences within the City Centre. The 
following table shows the number of occurrences in relation to the City centre 
as a whole and St Mary Street & Greyfriars Rd and compares them to the 
same period last year 
    Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Total 
2007/08 246 248 269 289 248 284 322 280 336 207 214 2943All Occurrences 
St Mary Street 2008/09 181 221 179 164 181 177 199 261 233 198 237 2231
2007/08 59 38 42 92 94 86 120 122 107 61 91 912All Occurrences 
Greyfriars Rd 2008/09 55 59 73 63 62 58 97 74 85 52 98 776
2007/08 1441 1420 1392 1660 1585 1416 1583 1561 1614 1220 1356 16248All Occurrences 
Central Sector 2008/09 1278 1398 1273 1183 1195 1206 1459 1465 1424 1152 1311 14344
                           
2007/08 267 274 254 294 274 261 302 258 283 196 212 2875ASB 
Occurrences 
Central Sector 2008/09 204 225 182 184 208 258 300 293 299 235 254 2642
2007/08 38 40 66 57 55 57 79 53 58 34 26 563ASB 
Occurrences St 
Mary St 2008/09 34 36 24 39 37 42 36 57 56 58 56 475
2007/08 10 7 7 13 17 11 16 22 16 9 15 143ASB 
Occurrences 
Greyfriars Rd 2008/09 14 15 18 7 10 7 19 16 19 11 14 150
                           
2007/08 125 133 124 173 145 149 210 140 208 130 150 1687Violence Against 
Person Offences 
Central Sector 2008/09 116 129 125 142 139 140 157 150 137 122 132 1489
2007/08 38 32 45 40 43 50 60 49 72 43 35 507Violence Against 
Person Offences 
St Mary St 2008/09 37 39 28 24 33 32 45 35 24 44 50 391
2007/08 12 4 5 21 12 19 32 14 22 6 12 159Violence Against 
Person Offences 
Greyfriars Rd 2008/09 9 19 4 13 2 12 9 14 17 9 14 122
It will be noted from the above comparison chart that all categories have 
shown a decrease with the exception of ASB in Greyfriars Rd which has 
shown a slight increase.  The following charts were created using the above 
data . 
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Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb
All Occurrences St Mary Street 2007/08 All Occurrences St Mary Street 2008/09
All Occurrences Greyfriars Rd 2007/08 All Occurrences Greyfriars Rd 2008/09
All Occurrences Central Sector 2007/08 All Occurrences Central Sector 2008/09
 
This chart shows that there are two main peaks within the City centre these 
are May and October to December. It will also be noted that whilst 
occurrences, in St Mary St follows a similar pattern to the city centre as a 
whole, Greyfriars Rd has remained fairly constant showing increases in 
October, December and February. 
It will also be noted that whilst the number of occurrences has decreased, the 
monthly pattern has remained very similar for the last 6 months. 








ASB Occurrences Central Sector 2007/08 ASB Occurrences Central Sector 2008/09
ASB Occurrences St Mary St 2007/08 ASB Occurrences St Mary St 2008/09










Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb
From this chart it will be seen that since significant lows in June & July there 
has been a steady increase in Anti Social behaviour occurrences until October 
when it remained constant before decreasing in January within the City centre 
as a whole. The significant increase in October, November & December have 
not been reflected in St Mary St. it will be noted that whilst the totals for 
Greyfriars Rd are low they have remained constant. 
It will be noted that the incidents of ASB within Greyfriars Road has shown a 
very similar pattern to last year. 
 







Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb
Violence Against Person Offences Central Sector 2007/08 Violence Against Person Offences Central Sector 2008/09
Violence Against Person Offences St Mary St 2007/08 Violence Against Person Offences St Mary St 2008/09
Violence Against Person Offences Greyfriars Rd 2007/08 Violence Against Person Offences Greyfriars Rd 2008/09
 
 
This chart shows that Violence Against the person Offences have this year 
(2008/09) remained fairly constant throughout the year unlike the fluctuating 
pattern of last year (2007/08).  The decrease in crime levels should be noted 
and with the exceptions of May & February crime levels in St Mary St have 
remained on a par or below those of 2007/08. With the exception of May the 
offences in Greyriars Road have also remained on a par or below those of 
2007/08. 
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In order to identify whether or not Greyfriars Rd is becoming more of a 
problem area the next chart was developed which shows the incident to crime 
ratio in respect of violence against the person offences. i.e. the number of 
incidents per crime 
    Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Total
2007/08 6.5 7.8 6.0 7.2 5.8 5.7 5.4 5.7 4.7 4.8 6.1 5.8 St Mary St 
Crime/Incident 
ratio 2008/09 4.9 5.7 6.4 6.8 5.5 5.5 4.4 7.5 9.7 4.5 4.7 5.7 
2007/08 4.9 9.5 8.4 4.4 7.8 4.5 3.8 8.7 4.9 10.2 7.6 5.7 Greyfriars Rd 
Crime/Incident 
ratio 2008/09 6.1 3.1 18.3 4.8 31.0 4.8 10.8 5.3 5.0 5.8 7.0 6.4 
2007/08 11.5 10.7 11.2 9.6 10.9 9.5 7.5 11.2 7.8 9.4 9.0 9.6 City Centre 
Crime/Incident 
ratio 2008/09 11.0 10.8 10.2 8.3 8.6 8.6 9.3 9.8 10.4 9.4 9.9 9.6 
When this table is examined it will be seen that the ratios for the City Centre 
and St Mary Street have remained constant however  for Greyriars Rd the 
ratio has increased from 5.7 to 6.4 which would lead to the belief that there is 
less violent crime occurring within Greyfriars Rd this year. 
The next set of charts will examine the times/days that offences of Violence 
against the person are committed. Each day will run from 6am to 6am i.e. 6am 
Monday to 6am Tuesday this will give a picture of the night time activity. 
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It will be noted from these charts that the number of incident occurring at the 
three location have decreased significantly on a Thursday night. It will also be 
noticeable that the peak periods have spread this is what would be expected 
due to the increase in people drinking before attending the City Centre. 
Synopsis 
 When the above information is analysed the following points were 
noted;- 
• All Occurrences within City Centre have decreased by 11.7% 
• All Occurrences within Greyfriars Rd have decreased by 
14.9% 
• All Occurrences within St Mary Street have decreased by 
24.2% 
• Occurrences of Anti-Social Behaviour within the City Centre 
have decreased by 8.1% 
• Occurrences of Anti-Social Behaviour within St Mary Street 
have decreased by 15.6% 
• Occurrences of Anti-Social Behaviour within Greyfriars Rd 
have increased by 4.9% 
• Crimes of Violence Against The Person within the City 
Centre have decreased by 11.7% 
• Crimes of Violence Against The Person within St Mary Street 
have decreased by 22.9% 
• Crimes of Violence Against The Person within Greyfriars Rd 
have decreased by 23.3% 
• The Crime/Incident ratios for the City Centre and St Mary 
Street have remained constant. 
•  The Crime/Incident ratios for Greyriars Rd the ratio has 
increased from 5.7 to 6.4 which would show that there is less 
violent crime occurring within Greyfriars Rd this year. 
• Time Range charts show significant decreases in number of 
crimes/ Occurrences being reported. 
• Time Range chart shows a significant change in the time 
ranges for a Thursday  i.e. Thursday no longer busiest night 
in Greyfriars Rd 
• Time range chart shows that the peak times are more spread 
over a peak period. 
• In comparison to last year July & August are no longer the 
hotspot months and are now together with January the 
months with the lowest totals for all occurrences. 
•  The time range charts also show a significant change in the 









Number of Occurrences: Year on Year Figures 
 Monthly Average   
 07-08 08-09  Significance 
      
All St Mary St 268 202  .001**  
All Greyfriars Rd 83 71  .119  
All Central 1477 1304  .002**  
      
ASB St Mary St 51 43  .092  
ASB Greyfriars Rd 13 14  .373  
ASB Central 261 240  .017  
      
VAP St Mary Street 46 36  .013*  
VAP Greyfriars Rd 14 11  .137  
VAP Central 153 135  .048*  
      




Number of Occurrences: Introduction of Night Time Ambassadors 
 Monthly Average   
 Before After  Significance 
      
All St Mary St 273 213  .001**  
All Greyfriars Rd 82 73  .026  
All Central 1507 1323  .001**  
      
ASB St Mary St 56 42  .018*  
ASB Greyfriars Rd 13 14  .373  
ASB Central 273 238  .008**  
      
VAP St Mary Street 45 39  .09  
VAP Greyfriars Rd 15 12  .187  
VAP Central 150 141  .239  
      






















Number of Occurrences: Commencement of Major Events Management 
 Monthly Average   
 Before After  Significance 
      
All St Mary St 268 203  .001**  
All Greyfriars Rd 83 71  .119  
All Central 1477 1304  .002**  
      
ASB St Mary St 51 43  .092  
ASB Greyfriars Rd 13 14  .373  
ASB Central 261 240  .107  
      
VAP St Mary Street 46 36  .012*  
VAP Greyfriars Rd 14 11  .138  
VAP Central 153 135  .047*  
      





Number of Occurrences: Before and After Impact of ALL measures.  





Place  Significance 
      
All St Mary St 273 212  .001**  
All Greyfriars Rd 82 75  .32  
All Central 1507 1316  .005**  
      
ASB St Mary St 56 49  .14  
ASB Greyfriars Rd 13 14  .374  
ASB Central 273 264  .263  
      
VAP St Mary Street 45 38  .073  
VAP Greyfriars Rd 15 11  .16  
VAP Central 150 140  .188  
      
*significant at=<.05, **significant at<.01 
 
 
Number of Occurrences: Impact of Road Closures on Greyfriars Road  
 
Number of Nights With Roads 
Closed 
 0 2 3 4 
 Monthly Average 
All Incidents 82 75 68 76 
Anti Social Behaviour 13 13 13 14 
Violence Against the Person 14 14 9 11 
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APPENDIX FIVE 
 
Time‐line of Measures Against Alcohol‐Related Violence Implemented by Cardiff 
Night‐Time Economy Co‐ordinator (NTEC) Dec. 2007 – Mar. 2009. 
 
This timeline presents an overview of the key measures implemented by the Night‐
Time Economy Co‐ordinator in relation to the following objectives that were agreed 
for the initial period in which the post was funded by the Home Office Tackling 
Violent Crime Programme: 
 
1. Creation of a unified measurement of performance and enforcement arm for 
the regulation of the Night‐Time Economy; 
2. Engage local authority service areas with an identifiable role in preventing or 
reducing violence in the NTE; 
3. Establish a late‐night transport system that is easily accessible and clearly 
sign‐posted for clientele; 
4. Enhance the surveillance capacity for reducing violence in the NTE. 
 
• The time‐line indicates the point at which specific measures were 
implemented and notes any comments from the NTEC on issues affecting 
their implementation; 
 
 
• In summary, the NTEC provides a self‐assessment of key achievements and 
barriers to progress on each of these objectives during the period of funding 
from the Home Office. 
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• Time‐line of Measures Against Alcohol‐Related Violence Implemented by 
Cardiff Night‐Time Economy Co‐ordinator Dec. 2007 – Mar. 2009  
 
 
Month/Year  Measures taken in relation to 
objective 1‐4 
Comments 
 
12/07 
Appointment and preliminary 
meetings with Cardiff 
Community Safety Partnership 
(subsequently ‘Safer Capital’) 
partners, audit of problems of 
alcohol‐related violence; 
 
Introduction of road closures on 
Greyfriars Road in addition to 
the road closures already in 
place in St. Mary’s Street. 
 
Introduction of night‐time 
ambassadors (undertaking taxi 
marshalling) on Greyfriars Road 
and St. Mary’s Street. 
 
Taxi marshalls work shifts from 
20.00 – 04.00hrs. 
 
Mid‐December to New Year 
conduct of ‘Operation Jingle 
Bells’ to provide enhanced 
supervision of taxi ranks, 
congested thoroughfares and 
other ‘hot‐spots’ of alcohol‐
related violence and disorder 
during the festive season. 
 
 
 
01/08 
 
Identification of strategic 
objectives for reducing violent 
crime (objectives 1 – 4, above). 
Minutes of the 24.01.08 meeting of the 
‘Violent Crime Task Group’ (VCTG) of Safer 
Capital noted: 
• increase in s. 47 offences (assault 
occasioning actual bodily harm – ABH) 
in the City Centre; 
• St. Mary’s Street and Greyfriars Road 
as hot‐spots of street violence.; 
• Increase use of Penalty Notices for 
Disorder (PNDs) noted as positive 
given their role in preventing the 
escalation of more serious violence; 
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• Need for continuous street cleansing 
in the city centre during the night; 
• A significant increase in overall violent 
crime from the city (compared with 
the same time the previous year) but 
this attributed to the migration over 
to the new (NICHE) recording 
standard adopted by Cardiff BCU; 
• That subsequent meetings would 
receive a report from the night‐time 
economy co‐ordinator (NTEC). 
 
02/08 
 
Commenced multi‐agency 
(NTEC, Fire Service, Council 
Licensing, Police Licensing, 
Health and Safety and 
Environmental Protection) 
operations visiting  all licensed 
premises in ‘hot‐spot’ locations 
for alcohol‐related violence in 
the city centre. 
 
Commencement of Countdown 
2009 meetings of public safety 
group (bringing key local 
authority service areas related 
to public and environmental 
safety together with the police 
to plan for key events in 2009: 
opening of the St. David’s II 
commercial and entertainments 
complex; First test of the Ashes 
cricket series; preparation for 
hosting participants in the Ryder 
Cup golfing tournament at Celtic 
Manor in summer 2010; 
preparations for hosting events 
associated with the 2012 
Olympics). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
03/08 
 
Agreement with Mermaid Quay 
Minutes of the 11.03.08 meeting of the VCTG 
contain the first report on activities 
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for connecting commercial CCTV 
systems in Cardiff Bay to central 
control system for CCTV hosted 
by South Wales Police. 
 
 
Operation combustion which 
considered general 
housekeeping (adherence to 
health and safety regulations, 
waste management conditions 
etc.) in addition to adherence to 
alcohol licensing conditions and 
use of door supervisors for 
those particular licensed 
premises identified by the police 
licensing ‘traffic light system’ 
(which flags those premises that 
have high rates of recorded 
violence associated with them). 
 
Commencement of reviewing 
licensed premises compliance 
with part A licences (which are 
legislated for in the Highways 
Act 1980) which grant 
exceptions to this statute’s 
prohibition of ‘obstructions of 
the highway’ (such as street 
furniture), thereby enabling 
particular premises to provide al 
fresco dining, street café’s etc. 
 
Commencement of major 
events management (e.g. 
sporting events, large concerts 
in Millennium Stadium) with 
additional road closures, 
extended times for road 
closures, additional taxi 
marshalling etc. 
undertaken by the NTEC, which notes: 
• Proposal to extend CCTV surveillance 
through an additional 35 cameras in 
Mermaid Quay and an additional 11 
cameras in the Brewery Quarter – by 
end of March 2008; 
• Operation combustion (fire, health 
and safety, licensing and 
environmental audit of licensed 
premises ‐ clarify), which identified 
adherence to licensing conditions but 
problems of general housekeeping, 
esp. waste disposal and adherence to 
fire; 
• Environmental enforcement, 
specifically two operations to identify 
problems of waste management 
(unlocked bins, refuse, skips etc. 
providing facilitators for violence – 
bottles used as weapons etc.), to 
forward proposals to the relevant 
local authority service areas and 
recommendations for enforcement of 
contraventions against environmental 
protection laws (Environmental 
Protection Act 1990). In addition the 
report notes how the 
recommendation to use annual 
renewals of part 7A licenses 
(Highways Act 1980) to control the 
use of street furniture and include as 
a condition of any renewal, the 
provision of a glass receptacle, was 
rejected by the transport and 
highways service directorate of 
Cardiff Council. The report also notes 
the rejection by waste management 
services of a proposal for late‐night 
street cleansing on the grounds of 
health and safety (although the report 
also notes that certain operators are 
working in the City Centre but outside 
the terms of their contract); 
 
 
• Footfall monitoring system, which 
records actual footfall (population 
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usage of city centre streets) to 
identify peak times and flows so that 
services (e.g. waste management, 
policing etc.) can be provided 
accordingly (i.e. in relation to actual 
demand for services rather than 
established service delivery routines – 
‘governing 24/7’). 
 
The minutes also recorded that: 
• the majority of violence against the 
person offences occur in the street 
(minute 3, ‘Information and 
Analysis’), although the precise 
location of offences is often not 
recorded (either by police officers 
attending the scene or Accident and 
Emergency staff taking details from 
outpatients; 
• There had been a decrease in PNDs 
but due to new guidance from South 
Wales Police on their use; 
• Overall there had also been a 
decrease in incidents of violence 
against the person in the city centre 
from 28.7% to 23.9% of all violent 
crime recorded with notable 
decreases in the number of 
incidences in the hot‐spot areas of St. 
Mary’s Street and Greyfriars Road; 
• Even so, the Inspector in charge of 
the Cardiff After Dark police patrol 
responsible for the City Centre, 
requested a review of this patrol 
strength and the need to increase it 
(confirm precise numbers). 
 
 
04/08 
  Minutes of the 29.04.08 meeting of the TVCG 
note a report from the NTEC that: 
• Plans to install CCTV surveillance in 
Mermaid Quay and the Brewery 
Quarter were still to be realised; 
• Plans to close Greyfriars Road on 
Thursday nights given the increased 
custom on that evening and on 
Monday nights (‘student night’) but 
sponsors are needed for these and for 
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the Friday and Saturday nights given 
the initial grant provided by South 
Wales Police was about to terminate. 
 
The minutes also reported that: 
• Highways had declined to contribute 
towards the cost of either the road 
closures or the employment of 
ambassadors (taxi marshalls); 
• The Chair suggested he write to the 
local authority requesting, ‘more foot 
patrol officers, continuation of the 
Greyfriars Rd closure arrangements 
and continuous litter collection during 
the evenings and at the weekends.’ 
• The police were aware of violence 
hot‐spots in the city centre and 
endeavour to target the Cardiff After 
Dark patrols there, but, ‘resources are 
limited.’. In addition certain areas 
such as Charles Street are not 
amenable to patrol by car. 
 
Minutes at the meeting also noted: 
• ‘The majority of violence against the 
person offences are being carried out 
on the street, rather than in licensed 
premises. Thus, as always, more 
emphasis is needed on street 
violence. The licensed premises 
situation is under control.’ (minute 3, 
‘Information and Analysis’); 
• Violence against the person remains 
concentrated in the City Centre 
(which accounts for just under a 
quarter of all violent crime in the City 
– 23.9%); 
• Queen Street had taken over from 
Wood Street in terms of high violence 
levels given that it was now being 
used as the main thoroughfare from 
Greyfriars Road to St. Mary’s Street 
after midnight (as revellers migrate 
from the bars in Greyfriars Road to 
the clubs in St. Mary’s Street). The 
police reiterated their view that there 
were inadequate numbers of police 
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foot patrol officers to police these 
streets effectively. 
 
 
05/08 
 
11 CCTV cameras installed in the 
Brewery Quarter and connected 
to an internal monitoring system 
(but not, as yet, to the central 
control room monitored by 
Cardiff police – this awaiting re‐
location of CCTV control room to 
the new Cardiff Basic Command 
Unit headquarters in the Bay – 
due in May 2009). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
06/08 
 
Commencement of additional 
road closure and taxi 
marshalling on Greyfriars Road 
on Thursday nights following 
identification of this night as (if 
not more) popular than Friday 
nights. Notably this road closure 
is funded by a corporate 
nightclub chain with a venue in 
this location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
08/08 
 
Traffic control on Mill Lane. 
 
Proposal for ‘Purple Flag’ awards 
for raising standards in the NTE 
(which reward standards in 
cleansing, waste management, 
transport, policing and 
Minutes at 12.08.08 meeting of the TVCG 
note a report from the NTEC that: 
• The footfall monitoring system had 
now been agreed with x2 cameras in 
St. Mary’s Street; x1 camera in 
Greyfriars Road; and x1 camera in the 
Hayes. The anticipation is that data of 
peak flows of people will inform 
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surveillance) – regarded as 
another means of making 
progress on objectives 1‐4? 
service delivery for street cleansing 
and transport services and the 
deployment of ambassadors; 
• The music policy (R&B) and street 
cafes in Mill Lane have generated 
problems of crime and disorder. 
Three applications for licenses have 
been rejected and others held by 
premises in the street will not be 
renewed unless premises confirm to 
standards (check with MP); 
• The Hayes is now closed to traffic and 
control of traffic access to Mill Lane 
will be enforced from this month 
onwards. 
 
Minutes from the meeting also note: 
• That city centre remains a hot‐spot 
for violence against the person and, 
within this, Mill Lane  and Charles 
Street have emerged as hot‐spots in 
addition to the more established St. 
Mary’s Street and Greyfriars Road; 
• R&B nights in Mill Lane have ceased 
and this is related to the significant 
improvement in problems of crime 
and disorder. 
 
09/08 
 
Commencement of Monday 
night road closure of Greyfriars 
Road and taxi marshalling 
following identification of this as 
an increasingly popular night 
(student promotions night). 
Funded by a corporate nightclub 
chain with a venue in this 
location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11/08 
  Minutes of the 04.11.08 meeting of the TVCG 
noted under matters arising that: 
• ‘the street cleansing situation has not 
improved. Collections of commercial 
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waste now start at 4am, whereas it 
was previously collected through the 
night. This issue will be taken to the 
Countdown 2009; Public Safety, Order 
and Enforcement group. It was felt 
that CCC need to adopt a window for 
collection, where bins will be put out/ 
collected/ taken in at specific times. 
NTEC suggested a Health and Safety 
audit would be beneficial, and that 
any outcomes could then be 
addressed, although it is suspected 
that the ultimate issue is budgetary.  
• Neighbourhood management teams 
have been established; 
• Personalised A&E data had now been 
made available to the Partnership’s 
analyst for richer detail on time and 
location of incidents of violence 
against the person; 
• The redevelopment of Charles Street 
(demolition of car park, removal of 
street furniture and installation of 
CCTV surveillance and street lighting) 
now complete. Problems of violence 
in this street thought to be associated 
with a combination of factors (use of 
Charles Street as a thoroughfare into 
the City Centre given the 
redevelopment of the Hayes and St. 
David’s II project coupled with growth 
in the number of clubs servicing the 
gay community, competition for a 
mixed clientele and possibility of 
associated hate crime). 
 
Minutes of the meeting note a report from 
the NTEC that: 
• Taxi marshalling has been extended 
to four nights per week (check MP); 
• Improvements in crime and disorder 
problems in Mill Lane; 
• Issue of illegally parked cars becoming 
an issue and only SWP are 
empowered to enforce traffic 
regulations; 
• Cardiff County Council have declined 
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to seek Purple Flag accreditation 
given concerns over cost; 
• Suggestion that police vehicles and 
ambulances parked on St. Mary’s 
Street be removed to side roads to 
improve image of the area and the 
signals this communicates to visitors. 
 
02/09 
 
Commencement of marshalled 
taxi rank in Mill Lane; 
 
Establishment of a ‘bus bay’ 
(parking for mini‐buses of 
commuters into Cardiff NTE) in 
Churchill Way. 
 
Commencement of waste 
management operations in the 
city centre to: 
 
• Remove commercial 
waste bins from the 
highways; 
• Increase number of litter 
bins; 
• Cleanse streets on Friday 
and Saturday evenings 
up until 20.00hrs. 
Minutes of the 03.02.09 meeting of the TVCG 
noted a report from the NTEC that: 
• The programme of road closures and 
deployment of ambassadors had now 
been expanded to four nights a week, 
doubling the provision of a year 
previously; 
• This had resulted in significant 
reductions in violence in Greyfriars 
Road but St. Mary’s Street remained a 
problem exacerbated by the building 
works (gas pipe replacements that 
have commenced and will be ongoing 
for the next quarter); 
• Glass and waste remain the biggest 
problem in the City Centre for 
reducing deliberate and accidental 
woundings; 
• The newly installed footfall cameras 
suggest there has been no massive 
reduction in the numbers coming in 
to the City Centre but rather a 
reduction in consumption of alcohol 
in licensed premises (as measured by 
reports of takings ‘across the bar’). 
Rather more glass is appearing on the 
street as a consequence of people 
consuming alcohol on the street 
brought in from home and from off‐
licenses located in the City Centre; 
• This change in consumption patterns 
requires urgent action on waste 
management, including regular street 
cleansing and provision of bell bins for 
disposal of bottles; 
• Changing pattern of consumption also 
implies need for expanded use of 
Designated Public Places Orders 
(DPPOs) enabling the confiscation of 
alcohol being consumed in these 
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places (currently these are in place in 
Central Square, Bute Park and Sophia 
Gardens but not, as yet in any of the 
violence hot‐spots in the City Centre); 
• It was noted that extending DPPOs 
into the City Centre could be 
politically sensitive as all councillors 
likely to want orders in their electoral 
wards but the legislation enabling 
DPPOs requires particular justification 
for their use in specific places not 
blanket orders for entire areas of the 
city. In turn this increases the cost of 
using DPPOs given the costs 
associated with taking out multiple 
micro‐DPPOs. 
 
 
03/09 
Installation of new radio‐links 
communication system, 
connecting all licensed premise 
door supervisors with NTEC, 
Cardiff After Dark police patrol 
and taxi marshalls. 
 
 
 
 
Use of digital tetra radios enabling users to 
switch between single and multiple contacts 
connected into the radio‐links system. All 
calls logged and digitally recorded by a call 
management system located in the CCTV 
control room. 
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Summary Observations/Self‐Assessment by NTEC 
 
  Achievements  Barriers 
 
Objective 1: 
Unified measurement of 
performance and 
enforcement arm 
 
 
Limited: 
• Use of intelligence from the 
‘Traffic Light System’ (red‐
flagging and amber‐flagging 
venues with elevated or 
increasing incidents of 
alcohol‐related violence) to 
target specific venues and 
develop action plans aimed 
at reducing levels of crime 
and disorder. 
 
 
 
Silo mentalities of local authority 
service directorates and their resistance 
to being tasked in relation to SARA‐
informed problem‐solving. 
 
 
 
Objective 2 
Engagement of local 
authority service areas 
with an identifiable role 
in reducing violence in 
the NTE 
 
Significant progress: 
• Promotion of awareness of 
health and safety issues 
arising out of the night‐time 
economy amongst key local 
authority service 
directorates, such as 
highways and transport and 
waste management; 
• Support of highways and 
transport directorate in 
enforcing Part 7A (Highways 
Act 1980) licences against 
unapproved street furniture 
(that further restricts 
congested thoroughfares); 
• Support of traffic police in 
enforcing parking 
restrictions in congested 
thoroughfares; 
• Introduction of additional, 
secure, waste bins for the  
disposal of glass bottles and 
other possible facilitators of 
violence; 
• Increased health and safety 
inspections of waste disposal 
by restaurants and other 
licensed premises. 
 
Ongoing challenge of achieving late‐
night street cleansing shifts, to remove 
glass bottles and other detritus from 
known hot‐spots of alcohol‐related 
violence and disorder. 
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Objective 3 
Establishment of late‐
night transport system 
 
 
 
 
Significant progress: 
• Establishing marshalled taxi 
ranks in close proximity to 
the concentration of 
licensed premises in St. 
Mary’s Street and Greyfriars 
Road; 
• Implementing temporary 
road closures and 
pedestrianisation schemes in 
these hot‐spots; 
• Establishment of a ‘bus box’ 
(or terminus for privately 
hired mini‐buses dropping 
off and collecting patrons 
who have commuted  into 
the City Centre from 
surrounding regions) on 
Churchill Way; 
• Enforcement of traffic orders 
prohibiting taxis from 
picking up customers 
outside of designated and 
marshalled taxi ranks. 
 
 
 
Limited availability of alternative 
transport in and, especially, out of the 
City Centre late at night (given 
termination of bus and train services 
prior to midnight); 
 
The NTEC did note anecdotal evidence 
(conversations with patrons at taxi 
ranks and in bars etc.) suggesting a 
limited demand for bus and train 
services and a preference for ‘door‐to‐
door’ transport home late at night, 
especially amongst female patrons. 
 
Concern over the sustainability of 
temporary road closures and taxi 
marshalling given pressures on public 
expenditure and resistance from taxi 
licensing authorities in the city to 
introducing a surcharge or element of 
the annual taxi license fee for funding 
pedestrianisation and marshalling 
programmes. 
 
Objective 4 
Enhance the surveillance 
capacity for reducing 
violence in the NTE 
 
Significant progress: 
• Enhancement of CCTV 
surveillance in Mermaid 
Quay and in the Brewery 
Quarter entertainment 
precincts; 
• Agreement to install infrared 
cameras capable of 
measuring the footfall and 
peak flow of custom through 
the main streets in which 
licensed eating, drinking and 
dancing is concentrated in 
the City Centre (providing 
more accurate intelligence 
on volume and peak custom 
times); 
• Implementation of a digital 
communications network 
 
Concern over the maintenance and 
sustainability of the CCTV system, given 
pressures on public expenditure and on 
the profit margins of licensed premises 
in the City Centre (given the relatively 
high business rates payable in Cardiff 
City Centre and the net loss of this 
income as it is redistributed to other 
local authorities in Wales by the 
Assembly Government). 
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linking door supervisors, City 
Centre police patrols, taxi 
marshals and the night‐time 
economy co‐ordinator with 
police officers monitoring 
the CCTV cameras in the city 
centre (to expedite rapid 
intervention before fights 
escalate). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
